
A San Francisco resident by the name of Daniel Andrews, 21, has 
reportedly discovered all the keyboard shortcuts on his Macbook Pro. We 
interviewed the man and this is what he had to say. 
 
Interviewer: Hello Mr. Daniel, we have a few questions to ask of you. 
 
Daniel Andrews: Ask away. 
 
Interviewer: How did you find enough free time to embark on this 
outstanding achievement. 
 
Daniel Andrews: Well i'm unemployed and live alone with my parents so I 
have a lot of free time. You see, I was fired from a car dealership I work at 
after spending too much time on my Macbook Pro. 
 
Interviewer: Interesting. So what inspired you to fulfil this outrageous task? 
 
Daniel Andrews: Well, I was surfing through both Youtube and Reddit at 
the same time. Alternating between the two at intervals. However having to 
move my mouse every time I wanted to change tabs was starting to get 
annoying, so I looked up a shortcut that let me change tabs with the tap of 
a button. After trying it and approving of the results, I started to find more 
shortcuts. One thing led to another and here we are. 
 
Interviewer: Riveting story, Mr. Andrews. Can you tell us a few of your 
favorite shortcuts? 
 
Daniel Andrews: sure, command+M minimizes the current window, 
command+option+N creates a new folder, and if you're feeling extra 
QUIRKY you can press command+F+?+shift while rapidly tapping the 
spacebar and singing very high pitched opera into the monitor. This will 
activate send an airstrike to a location of your choice. 



Interviewer: Well, that's all the time we have. I hope you find a job and 
move out of your parents house. Please don't airstrike me. 
 
Daniel Andrews: Wait, I have a few more! I know how to activate 
microsoft's secret army of child clones! 
 
Interviewer: We really don't- 
 
Daniel Andrews: You will need to press command+shift+T+3+@ while 
spamming Tab and singing country roads. You also need to press the left 
bracket repeatedly for around twelve seconds before sliding your finger 
over to 3 while hitting p, o, i, u, y, t, r, e, w, q along the way. By now you will 
need to slice of your left ring finger and use it to tap all of the letter keys 
backwards. You will then want to press the arrow keys in the following 
order. Up, left, up, down, down, left , left, down, left. You will need to repeat 
this order twelve times. Oh I almost forgot. You will need to press alt M 
every minute and a half or the whole process resets. 
 
Interviewer: We were forced to vacate the premises after Daniel Andrews 
beat one of our cameraman to death with a turkey sandwich. 
 
What an astonishing interview. Truly an outrageous man.  


